
Esteemed designer Tony Chi, along with William Paley, 

drew inspiration from the restaurant’s neighbors,  

the Microsoft Theater and Grammy Museum, 

interweaving musical patterns in many of  

the restaurant’s key design elements.  

Wolfgang Puck Bar & Grill boasts three  

uniquely designed spaces: the main dining 

room and bar, private dining room,  

and the expansive outdoor patio and  

lounge which serves as an extension  

of the main dining room.
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WHY WOLFGANG PUCK  
BAR & GRILL

Located in the heart of  

Downtown Los Angeles at L.A. LIVE,  

an entertainment district adjacent to  

the Los Angeles Convention Center  

and Staples Center

Walking distance to  

Downtown’s renowned sports and  

music venues, night clubs, museum,  

movie theatres and more

Contemporary and upbeat atmosphere 

with signature Wolfgang Puck  

style of service

Perfect for receptions,  

meetings, seated lunch  

and dinners.



LET US HANDLE THE DETAILS.  
Wolfgang Puck is known for personalized attention, and perfectly executed 

high profile events. We rely on the careful preparation, artful presentation and 

restaurant-style hospitality that the Wolfgang Puck team has made famous to 

create captivating events with no stress to you.   

PRIVATE EVENTS
Host your upcoming event with Wolfgang Puck Bar & Grill located at the L.A. 

LIVE complex in the heart of Downtown Los Angeles. Whether a pre-concert 

reception, casual post-game celebration or company retreat, Wolfgang Puck 

Bar & Grill promises imaginative cuisine and unparalleled service to create  

a world class experience perfect for you and your guests.

MAIN DINING ROOM & PATIO  
From the player piano scrolls engraved with notes from Pink Floyd’s “Dark Side 

of the Moon,” to the rhythm and lyrical movements noted throughout the 

floors, Wolfgang’s love of music is subtly on display throughout the restaurant. 

Adjacent to the main dining room is the outdoor patio which can be utilized as 

an extension of the main dining room, or arranged independently to be its own 

outdoor area overseeing the Microsoft Square.   

PRIVATE DINING ROOM   
Tucked away behind a wall of modern, factory sash windows the intimate private 

dining room presents a visual collection of black and white photography of 

Wolfgang Puck, the perfect conversation starter for your next gathering. 
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CAPACITY

50 SEATED     75 RECEPTION
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 JESSICA WANG 

CATERING SALES MANAGER

jessica.wang@wolfgangpuck.com

213.765.7084 

wolfgangpuck.com

ICONIC HOSPITALITY 
Regardless of size, style, or season,  

Wolfgang Puck brings warm hospitality, 

handcrafted food, and personalized 

planning to every event. Our event 

experts are with you every step of  

the way, bringing your vision to  

life in this conic location. 


